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About This Game

Manage your own kennel of greyhounds. Train, enter them into races, study the form and place bets and watch the race unfold!
Use your winnings to breed new superstars.

Realistic form cards, betting and racing. The No.1. Greyhound Racing management game.

Reboot of the 2011 dog racing management game for Steam. Now works correctly under newer operating systems (including
Windows 10). Other improvements include: Minor visual tweaks, DirectX11 renderer, Tweaked race sequence audio, improved

menu fonts and auto game backups (with option to revert to an older backup).
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Title: Greyhound Manager 2 Rebooted
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Strategic Designs Ltd.
Publisher:
Strategic Designs Ltd.
Release Date: 1 Jan, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7 or later

Processor: 1.0 GHz Dual Core or Greater.

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics hardware.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space
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greyhound manager 2 rebooted

Don't like someone? will instead of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing filling them IRL fire up this game and absolutely murder
some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing people by hitting them so hard they go faster than the speed of sound. 12\/10 why wouldn't
you get this game when getting VR.. an animal shooter with no windowed, locked at 30fps, laggy even on a 1060gt, awful
gameplay, awful interface.
Don't buy it.. I know pretty well the very good work made by Inner Void, since their first game ICY. When I had an issue there
was always one of the fastest reaction by staff ever seen. This for me define how they approach their consumers!

Actually I focused my attention on CHEF one year ago, and the idea is really awesome: for the people who loves Masterchef or
Hell's Kitchen is the perfect game. You can decide the dishes for your menu selected from so many different cultures, a price
for everything, and even a policy for advertising you restaurant; than you have to pay attention to your wallet, and try to reduce
the costs. So I like it because is realistic, CHEF gives you a realistic idea of managing your own restaurant!

The food editor is the best idea for this game, never seen it... I never expected it to be so addictive even in its early state.
However there are some issues, you have to understand how to skill without suggestions; but I know that it's an Early-Release,
and knowing the hard work previously made with their first game, I'm sure the developers are going to turn it in something
really great and fun!. The TDLR here is I can recommend this game on the price point. I enjoyed my time playing, it is short but
worth the roughly \u00a31 per hour puzzle experience I had. Your times may differ. I did not get to test this game in
multiplayer.

This game is charming and minimalistic in art style, doesn't hold your hand when it comes to introducing you to puzzle
mechanics, and encourages experimentation. You will need to think logically and make sure you're planning ahead and
executing controls precisely, lest finding yourself in a frantic panic or unable to proceed and requiring to restart the whole level.

Positive qualities include:
-Great art style with minimalistic controls, polished appearance.
-Relatively difficult puzzles and high quality level design.
-A sense of learning through puzzles without being force-fed information.
-Includes multiplayer (did not test).
-Worked very smoothly with very few bugs (already fixed by developers).

Negative qualities include:
-I slightly bumpy learning curve (although this could be a personal problem I had with particular levels).
-Sometimes confusing and slightly frustrating keyboard inputs with fairly punishing consequences (game was developed for
controllers).
-Nice music but lacked variety.
-Relatively short gameplay time if you're a good puzzle gamer.
-Simplistic sound and graphics options.
. This DLC is not worth it.
Yes you need it for some cheevos and its short. Like a hour walkthrough if you want to explore it by yourself.
Weapons and armors were useless for me. Totally.

This DLC comes to this game as an idea of what kind of monsters people most hated in this game. Answer? Spectres and ghosts.
So lets put whole army of them with stunlock mechanics into a maze.. I got this game as it seemed to have cool puzzles and it
promised mental engagement and, at the same time, relaxation.

The game has great graphs and an original puzzle concept. Unfortunately they are all the same type, just with increasing
diffuclty, and to me they are not relaxing at all. I also play with a touch pad and it is probably not the best way to enjoy this
game.

I would recommend it, but only for people who specifically enjoy bounding and/or spacial puzzles.. Won't even start on my
laptop GG. I hope to see this series continue as I had a lot of fun with it.. This is a casual farming game that draws heavily from
"The Little Prince". It's endearing, accessible and isn't going to put too much stress on your gaming reflexes.
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If you feel like kicking back with an easy-going title this is the game for you. It starts off a bit slow but does pick up over time.
The game involves combat and also includes a smattering of narrative, but nothing overly-involved or tedious.

Overall, provided you're in the market for a casual and easily-accessible farming and crafting game, Deiland gets a thumbs-up.

Check out the game in action and my full first impressions here - https://youtu.be/l11BHgV4srE. The concept is quite cool but
in reality it is one of the most boring games I've ever played in my life.

Seems like the type of game you would make if you just want to make a quick buck with minimal development effort.
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Very unique and fun physics puzzler. Sad to see it's so overlooked. Definitely worth a buy.. It feels unfinished,it's almost
unplayable resulting into an awful experience.. Interesting game it's like a old school platform of Kirby meets Zelda with a
Mario spin, perfect to play with kids or having a reminiscents of the old school games when you were a kid. As cute as the
game's style and animation are, the base game itself is riddled with bugs and glitches that ultimately take away any fun that
could be had playing it. I played the game once solo and once co-op, and both times were a mess with slippery controls, horrible
enemy hit-boxes, and enemies that, while easy to take out, glitched multiple times, especially after Fox or Bunny had taken a hit
already. It's near impossible to jump up narrow ledges that hug walls, or jump near ladders, which is something that is
REQUIRED in the game multiple times. If the game was less buggy, incorporated Bunny more as a character and less of
someone to just stand around and wait for puzzles to be done, and tightened some of the very slippery controls, this would be a
really lovely platformer-puzzle game.. Full Disclosure: My copy of the game was provided to help test bugs on the mac version.
For a guide of how to run this game on mac on the latest patch (as of Jan 13, 2016), go to the bottom of the review.

I really like this game. It has solid gameplay with clear goals in mind. There is virtually no story (besides the process of making
babies), but one would not be necessary. The "babies" you collect are a nice touch, as whenever I win I am curious as to what my
next baby will look like.

The one negative I have for this game is the difficulty. On my first run, I made it halfway. On my second, I made it to the end
but was not first. At around my sixth run, I made it to the end, first. Next run, I won again. Then, again. You tend to steamroll
the game fairly quickly once you realize that the way to win is  save up enough money for the afterburner and the fastest engine
and never buy weapons. Then just try to get to as many energy powerups and boosts as possible. Only use your energy for the
afterburner . I don't know if I would advocate that the difficulty be raised, but it is definitely an issue.

Lastly, let me say that the developer, phr00t, is absolutely amazing. He was there, constantly, when I was having problems with
another of his games, 4089, and, to help him test for bugs in both 4089 and Spermination, he gave me a copy. He is always
ready to listen to bugs and responds to reports on the forums very quickly. An amazing dev.

All in all, I really like this game, and I would advocate buying it whether on sale or not.

How to run on Mac:
1. Open a finder window and go to Macintosh HD/users/(username)/Library/Application
Support/Steam/Steamapps/common/Spermination.
2. Right-click or control-click on Spermination.app. Then press show package contents.
3. Go to contents/Resources/Java.
4. Double click on Spermination.jar.
Ta-Dah!

If you are having trouble locating your library, try this:
1. Open a new terminal window.
2. Type ls and then press enter.
3. Type open Library and then press enter.
4. Save this folder to your sidebar by dragging the icon at the top-center of the window to your sidebar. It should stay there, and
you can now access your Library folder easily.
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